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INTERACTIW LT CruNN D EM ONS TRATIONS
PREDICTION SHEET-.HUMAN MOTION

i rections:
ass. Follow vour instructor's directions.

' 
Write at the top to record )'our presence in this

: SKetc on the left axes your prediction of the distance (posltion )-time graph
oriein (motion detector) at a steadv (constant) r'elocitv. On the otherfor a person moving away from the origin (motion detector) at a steady (constant) r'elocity. On the other

s sketch your prediction for a person moving toward the origin at a stead)'- (constant) r'elocit),.

Time (sec)

moving away

Time (sec)

movin,g toward

Demonstration 2: Sketch on the left axes below your prediction of the velocity-time eraph for a
person moving awa)' from the the orgin (the motion detector) at a steady (constant) velocity. On the other
axes sketch your prediction for a person moving toward the orgin at a stead.v (constant)velocit],.
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movlng away movlng towaro

L)emonstration 3: Sketch on the axes below your predictions for the distance-time and velocitv-time
graphs of a person moving away from the motion detector at approximately twice the speed of Demo I and
Demo 2.
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movlng awav at twice the soeed
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Describe in w w the distarzce-time g es when the speed is tu'ice as fast.

Describe in u'ords how the velocin,-titne graph changes when the speed is twice as fast.

Demonstratiqn 4: Predict a velocity-time graph for a more complicated rnotion. Using a clashed line
drau' your prediction of the velocity _sraph prodriced when a person-

. walks away from the detector slowll'and steadill fijr 6 seconds

. then stands still for 6 seconds
' and then walks toward the detector steadilv about twice as fast as before

Compare predictions with the people around 1,ou and see if you can all agree. Use a solid line ro drau, rn
your group prediction.

Time (seconds)

Predict the distance (position)-time graph for the morion described above. Foilow rhe same procedure
described above and do an individual and a group prediction. (Align the distance and velocity' graphs

tly in time.)
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INTERA CTIW LE CTURE DEMONS TRA TIONS
REsurrs SHEET--HUMAN Morloru

Directions:

Keep this sheet

Trtr r l.r .f,,, St i e nrific Tlti n kirt q
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Demonstration I : Sketch beion' on the left aries vour predrctlon of the distance tpositiort r-11rne gLaph
for a person moving au'ai' from the origin (motion detectbr) at a steadv t constant) r'elocirr . On thJother
.res sketch vour prediction tor a person movin-g tou,ard the ongin at a stead)' (constant r velocit) .

T ime  ( scc )

moving awav

Time r  scc i

moving tou'ard

mons I Sketch on the left axes belou' r,our Drediction of the velocitr'-time eraoh for a
person moving au'a)'-from the the orein (the motion detector) at a stead!,(constarrrr velociti. On the other
axes sketch vour prediction for a person moving toward the orsin at a stead)' (constanil r'elocir).
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q)

movlng a\r'av moving toward

Demonstration 3: Sketch on the axes below .vour predictions for the distance-time and 'n,elocitl,-rime
graphs ^of a person movin-q au'ay from the motion detector at approximatelv twice the speed of Demo I and
Demo 2.

c)
c

.q)

movlng awa)' at twice the speed



scribe in words hou,the nce-time graph changes when t ls  twlce as last.

Describe in words hou' the velocity'-time graph changes when the speed is twice as fast.

Demonstration 4: Predict a velocitv-time graph for a more complicated motion. Using a dasltecl lutc
drau vour predictiorz of the velocity graph produced when a person-

. walks au'ay from the detector slowly and steadily for 6 seconds

. then stands still for 6 seconds

. and then walks toward the detector steadily about twice as fast as before
pare predictions with the peopie around you and see if -v--ou can all agree. Use a solid line to drau' in

!'our group predlctron.

Time (seconds)

Predict the distance (position)-time graph for the motion described above. FolJow the same procedure
described above and do an individual and a group prediction. (Ali_sn the distance and velocity graphs

rrectly in time.)
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